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Ruline
The present proceedings deal with four applications filed by M/s. Amazon Seller
and
Services pvt. Ltd. before the Authority for Advance Rulings (Central Excise, Customs
of
Service tax), New Delhi; on various dates in 2019. These applications seek classification
Audio
four different devices, namely, Audio Receiver (Echo Link) having modelno. SXPl6E,
Transceiver and Amplifier (Echo Link Amp) having model no. K9Y29E, Media Transmission
No
Device (Echo Auto) having model no. BP39CN, and Echo Flex having rnodel no. C77A68'
rulings were passed in respect of these applications by the erstwhile AAR, and after the
appointment of Customs Advance Ruling Authorities under Section 2SEA of the Customs Act,
to
1962; these applications were transferred to CAAR, Mumbai. Communications were sent
still
are
they
whether
the applicant from the secretariat of the CAAR, Mumbai to inform
desirous of receiving advance rulings in respect of these pending applications. The applicant,
vide their communication in Febru ary,2021; informed that they are still interested in receiving
the advance rulings and also that they will submit the applications in the revised format in due
course. Thereafter, the applications were revived by the secretariat in July, 2021, which was
followed by physical submission of the applications on 10.08.2021 .

2.

In the original applications, the applicant had requested that the CBEC be requested to
appoint a Principal Commissioner/Comrnissioner as provided under the erstwhile regulations.
Accordingly, the Board had appointed the Principal Cornmissioner (lmport), Air Cargo
Complex, New Delhi for the said purpose. in the new applications filed in August, 2021;
however, the applicant has mentioned the four air cargo complexes at New Delhi, Mumbai,
Chennai and Bangalore, as well as the seaports of Chennai and Nhava Sheva as the ports
through which they wish to impofi the aforementioned items. Accordingly, these four
applications were sent to all the aforementioned customs authorities. However, comments have
only been received from the Commissioner of Customs (Imporl), Chennai port. The comments
from the Commissioner have been shared with the applicant.

3.

The items for which advance rulings have been sought are as follows: -

(i) Audio Receiver (Echo Link) Model No. SXP16E - The device is used for streaming HiFi music to any stereo system. In other words, it upgrades stereo system with high fidelity
streaming music and Alexa. A user can connect echo link to the stereo and supported echo
devices to play music throughout the home. When an Echo link is connected to Echo speaker
as an input device and multiple existing speakers as output devices, the user may give command
to Echo speaker (the input device), through Alexa, to play the preferred music in all the rooms
or only ceftain rooms/areas though Echo Link. Echo Link would then connect to the respective
speakers or all speakers (which acts as output device/s) as the case may be, to perform its
function.

(ii) Audio

fier (Echo

streaming Hi-Fi music to any stereo system to

No. K9Y29E - It is used for
with high fidelity

upgrade stereo system

streaming music and Alexa. A user can connect it to a stereo system and supported echo devices

which an Echo Link
to play music throughout the user's home. It performs all the functions
audio signals that
the
performs, but has an additional inbuilt amplifier. Thus, it also amplifies
the User
u.. ,,."u,r"d through it. The user is not required to use an external amplifier' in case
not
may
however,
is using passive speakers as output speakers. The feature of amplification,
a case, Echo Link
be useJ when the signals get transmitted through RCA cables and in such
it from the input
by
Amp would transmit the audio signals to output speakers as are received
connected to Echo speaker
devices (subject to conversion, if required). If an Echo Link Amp is
the user can give command
as an.input device and multiple existing speakers as output devices,
play the preferred music in
to Echo speaker (which acts as an input device), through Alexa, to
would connect
allthe rooms or specified room/s or areas though Echo Link Anp and the device
to perform its function
to the chosen speakers or all speakers (which acts as an output device/s)
of streaming and amplification of streamed signals'
(iii) Media Transmission Device (Echo Auto) Model No. BP39CN - It is a hands-free Alexato connect their smartphone
enabled device meant for use in a motor vehicle. It allows its users
Auto has an in-built
to the device via Bluetooth and use Alexa services in their vehicle. Echo
the audio system of
speaker for use only during initial device setup. The device can connect to
Auto is connected to its
the vehicle via Bluetooth or auxiliary input. For its functioning, Echo
audio system of the vehicle for accessing
USer'S Smafiphone for accessing internet and also the
via the
its speakers. Echo Auto receives voice inputs and sends the same to the cloud
system
audio
the
on
the
device
played
by
smariphone. The response received from the cloud is
lighter
of the vehicle. The Echo Auto can be charged through the car's USB pofi or cigarette
a
device'
this
of
help
the
With
port and can be mounted on to the dashboard for convenience.
to-do
making
playback,
user can perform various functions such as voice interaction, music
weather, traffic and
providing
lists, setting alarms, streaming podcasts, playing audiobooks,
the data services of
other real time information and controlling smar-t devices. Echo Auto uses
functions. lt is not capable
the smartphone connected to it to access the cloud and perform its
devices'
of connecting to the internet by itself. Echo Auto is similar to other Echo Family
the inas
media
output
playing
However, Echo Auto does not have a screen or speakers for
on its
built speaker is only for initial device setup. The device also cannot connect to the cloud
app.
Alexa
the
own, but accesses the same via a smartphone through

(iv) Echo Flex with Model No. C77A68 - It is a hands-free cordless Alexa enabled device

has a USB-A
wtrictr can directly be plugged into the power socket for functioning. The device
display,
clock
light,
porl for phone charging and for providing suppoft to accessories like night
iOS devices
air-freshener, ,"nrorr, .tc. The device is compatible with Fire OS, Android, and
Bluetooth
and
and is accessible via web browser, i.e., Alexa App. It supports Wi-fi
as voice
connectivity. With the help of this device, a user can perform various functions such
playing
podcasts,
interaction, music playback, making to-do 1ists, setting alarms, Streaming
and
audiobooks, charging phone, providing weather, traffic and other real tirne information
communication
are
which
devices,
controlling smart devices. It is apart of the Echo family
the
in the form of speaker with Alexa technology built in it. These devices respond to

devices
,Alexa', which is commonly known as the'wake word'. This'wake word'can be changed
name
to catch
by the user to either "Amazon", "Computer" or "Echo". The device is pre-programmed
it
words,
these
analyses
device
the
the wake word through the in-built microphones. Once,
the
becomes operative and starts recording the user's voice. When the user finishes speaking,
this
processes
that
service
The
to
Amazon.
device sends this recording over the internet

the user finishes speaking, the device converts
recording is called Alexa voice Services. when
sent to AVS' AVS converts the RF signals
this voice data into radio frequency signals to be
the command and sends back the results
into commands that it interpreis. Thereafter, it analyses
tunt, converts the results into electric
to the Echo device in question. The Echo device, in

signalsplayedasaudiooutputoninternalspeakersfortheusertohearthem.

4.Intheirapplications,theapplicanthascommunicatedtheiropinionthatalltheabovethe Indian customs
merit classification under sub-heading 85176290 of

mentioned devices
are eligibre to claim benefit of exemption
tariff. The applicant is also of the opinion that they
by

dated 30'06'2017' as amended
under Sr. No, 20 of Notification No. 57l201i-Crr,
the four products' In his comments, the
Notification No. 2i201g, dated 2g.01 .2019 \nrespect of
that the audio receiver' Echo Link is
commissioner of customs, chennai port has opined
the device performs as a part of the music
rightly classifiable under sub-heading 85184000 as
systemandamplifiestheSound.onsimilargrounds,thesuggestedclassificationforEchoLink
Commissioner has concurred with the
Amp is 85185000. In respect of Echo Auio, the ld'
as eligibility for exemption' though no reasons
applicant's view regardingclassification as well
Echo Flex, the suggested classification is
have been provided for such views. Finally, w.r.t.
command, processes it' and then reproduces
85198990 on the ground thatthe device receires
Customs Authority for Advance Rulings' New
as per given command. I also find that the
sound

Delhi;inhisRulingNo.CAAR/Del/AmazonllZ12071,datedzo'07'2021'inthecaseoflws'
all the above mentioned four devices'
Amazon wholesale India Pvt. Ltd., came to consider

all these four devices merit classification under
among others, and reached the conclusion that
that only Echo Auto and Echo Flex are eligible
sub-heading 85176290.However, he has ruled
57l2017-Cus'' dated 30'06 '2017 as
for exemption under the Sr. No. 20 of the Notification No'

dated 01-02.202L In reaching the conclusion

amended vide Notification No. 03l2o2l-cus.,
CAAR, New Delhi has considered the product
w.r.t. the classification of these four devices, the

these devices on the website
details submiffed by the applicant, the description of
for Interpretation of Import Tariff' the
www-:a.mpzon.i.n, theiules 1 and 3 of the GeneralRules

for the said ruling, in the same order
possible classification entries etc. The relevant paragraphs
are reproduced below: that these devices are listed in the present proceedings,
, 13.5 The device Echo Link streams hi-fi music to stereo system; upgrade stereo system and
into stereo system; the inputs and
stream music in superior hi-fi sound; t"too unk easily fits
and analogue audio' The Echo Link takes
outputs provide compatibility with existing digrtal
not have
improves the quality. It is seen that this device does
streaming music

ani instantly
for renieriig high quoiity a}tdio, rather it is an

accessory to a (high
conversion and transmission
quotitylrpraker. Thirefore, its principal function is of reception,
classification under
or regeneration of ,oi"u o, other data. Echo Link accordingly merits
sub-heading 85176290 as other
heading 8517 of the Import Tarffi and more specifically under
of voice, images or other data'
machiies for the reception, conversion and transmission

speaper
full-Jledged
"

Link device, except that the former
The last device Echo Link Amp is similar to Echo
the audio signals that are streamed
has an additional built-in amplifier. ihus, t also amplifies
in case the user is using passive
through it. The user is not re[uired to use an external amplifier,
of amplification may not be used when the
speakers as output speakers. However, the feature
case, the device will transmit the audio
signals get Tansmitied through RCA cables and in such
Therefore'for determining
signal to output speakers, as are receivedfromthe inpuf devices'
answered is role/significance of
the classiJication of this device, the questiin that needs to be

13.6
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the built-in amplifier, since audio-frequency electric amplifiers merit classification under subheading 851840 00. On careful consideration of the product description, I find that the builtin amplifier is an additional feature of the device, not the principal determiningfeature, with
the device having relevance even.without the use of amplificationfeature. Therefore, holding
that the principal function of Echo Lin.k Amp is also of reception, conversion and transmission
or regeneration of voice or othey data, I find that the device merits classffication under heading

8517

of the Import Tarff; and ntore specifically under sub-heading 85176290 as other
for the reception, conversion and transmission of voice, images or other data.

machines

13.4

The device Echo Auto is a blue tooth enabled device, taking voice command which are
converted into radiofrequency wayes, this device enabling the user to do variety of things by
simple voice comm.and like voice call, listening to music, knowing loccrtion etc., making it
convenient to operate various devices, while driving. On the Amazon website, it is described
as "Add Alexa to your car". Therefore, Echo Auto is a simart communication device. It merits
classification under heading 8517 of the Import Tarffi and more specifically under sub
heading 85176290 as other machines for the reception, conversion and transmission of voice,
images or other data.

13.2

The next device Echo Flex is a blue tooth enabled device, taking voice command which
converted into radio frequency waves, this device enabling the smart home device to

are
function without physical contact. It has been described by the applicant as plug-in device for
smart home control which lets you use your voice to control compatible smart home devices
and get helpfrom Alexa in more places inyour home. On the website lwww.amazon.in> Echo
Flex is described as "Plug-in Echo for snxart home control." Further, the website informs that
"this plug-in Echo device lets you use your voice to control compatible smart home devices and
get help from Alexa in more places in your honle." Therefore, Echo Flex is a communication
device, akin to apparatus covered under heading 8517 of the Import Tariff. It is therefore
classifiable under heading 85l7; and ntore specifically under sub-heading B5 176290 covering
other machines for the reception, conversion. and transmission. of voice, images or other data.'
On the issue of eligibility for exemption extended under Notification No. 5 7/20 I 7-Cus.,
dated 30.06.2017(Sr. No. 20), as amended, the CAAR, New Delhi; taking note of the fact that
such exemption is available to all goods classifiable under sub-headings 85176290 and
85176990, except the exclusions mentioned therein and that devices which are MIMO enabled

fall in the excluded category, ruled that exemption is available to only two out of four devices
MIMO enabled.

under consideration in the present proceedings on the ground that they are not

5.

The applicant was heard on 28.09.2021. The applicant was represented by Shri
Lakshmikumaran, advocate and others. It was informed during the hearing that all the four
devices involved in the present proceedings have already been considered by the CAAR, New

Delhi and that classification under sub-heading 85176290 has been upheld.

It

was also

informed that they are not seeking exemption benefit in respect of the devices Echo Link and
Echo Link Amp, as the CAAR, New Delhi has already held these devices as ineligible on the
ground that they are MIMO enabled. The applicant has submitted a compendium consisting of
the relevant extracts Customs Act, The CAAR Regulations, General Rules for Interpretation of
Import Tariff, the tariff, the HSN Explanatory Notes, as well as a copy of the Ruling No.
CAAR/Del/AmazonlTT/2021, dated 20.07.2021 of the CAAR, New Delhi.

made available to me'
I have considered all the matqrials, documents, and information
of four devices' namely' Echo Link/Link
The questions for determination are classification
Notification No' 5712017-Cus'' dated
Amp/Auto/and Flex, and eligibility for exemption under
all the four devices involved in the present
30.06.2017, as amended. According to the applicant,
85176990' The CAAR' New Delhi'
proceedings are correctly classifiable under sub-heading
ruled accordingly, as discussed here-inhaving concurred with the views of applicant, has also
of Customs, Chennai port, while the device
before. However, in the view of the Commissioner
by the applicant and confinned by
Echo Auto is classifiable under the sub-heading suggested
Link Amp are classifiable under subthe GAAR, New Delhi, the devices Echo Link and

6.

headings85ls4000and85lS5000,respectively.Thesuggestedclassificationforthedevice the
of opinion, it is necessary to examine
Echo Flex is g51gggg0. In view of the divergence
entries for the devices under
alternate tariff entries to arrive at the correct classification
consideration.

.85ITTELEPHONESETS,INCLUDINGTELEPHONESFoRCELLULAR
NETWORKSoRFoRoTHERWIRELESSNETWoRKS:oTHE,RAPPARATUS
IMAGES oR oTHER
FoR THE, TRANSMISSION oR RECEPTION oF VoICE,

DATA,INCLUDINGAPPARATUSFoRCOMMUNICATIoNINAWIREDoR
oR wlDE AREA NETWORK),
WIRELE,SS NETWORK (SUCH AS A LOCAL

.

APPARATUS OF HEADING
OTHER THAN TRANSMISSION OR RECEPTION
8443,8525,8527 0R 8528
of
g5 17 62 -- Machines for the reception, conversion and transmission or regeneration
voice,imagesorotherdata,includingswitchingandroutingapparatus:
8517 62 90 --- Other

O 85I8

MICROPHONES

AND STANDS THEREFOR:

LOUDSPEAKE'RS'

HEADPHONES AND
WHETHER OR NOT MOUNTED IN THEIR ENCLOSURES:
A MICROPHONE' AND
EARPHONES, WHETHER oR NoT COMBINED WITH

SETSCONSISTINGoFAMICROPHONEANDoNEoRMORE
ELECTRIC

.
.

LUUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO-FREQUENCY ELECTRIC
SOI.]ND AMPLIFIE,R SETS
8518 40 00 - Audio-frequency electric amplifiers
8518 50 00 - Electric sound amplifier sets

AMPLIFIERS:

.35IgSOUNDRECORDINGoRREPRODUCINGAPPARATUS

.

8519 89 90 --- Others

communication
The relevant extracts from HSN Explanatory Notes describe other

apparatusaSagroupthatincludesapparatuswhichallowsconnectiontoawiredorwireless
speech or other sounds' images or
communication network or the transmission or reception of
according the Explanatory Notes'
other data within such a network' Communication networks,
and combinations thereof'
include, inter alia, carrier-current line systems. digital-line systems
telephone networks' Local Area
They may be configured, for example, as public switched
wide Area Networks (wAN)'
Networks (LAN), Metropolitan Area Networks (MAN) and
devices include, network
whether proprietary or open architecture. The examptes of such

(combined modulators-demodulators)'
interface cards (e.g., ethernet interface cards), modems
multiplexers and related line
routers, bridges, hubs, repeaters and channel to channel adaptors;

equipment (e.g., transmitters, receivers

or

electro-optical converters); codecs (data
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of transmission and reception of digital
compressors/decompressors) which have the capability
pulse dialled signals to tone signals'
information; and pulse to tone converters which

,o""'t

TheExplanatoryNotesstatesthattheheading85ls40includesaudio-frequencyamplifiers

of f."qu"n"ies falling within the range of the
used for the amplification of electrical signals
still
transistors or integrated circuits' but some are
human ear. The great majority are based o'n
may
which
pack
powered by a built-in power
based on thermionic valves. They are generally
portable amplifiers' from electric
be fed from the mains or, particularly in the case of
from

audio-frequency amplifiers may be derived
accumulators or batteries. The input signals to
pick-up cartridge, a magnetio tape head' a radio
a microphone, a laser optical disc reader, a

source of audio-frequency electric signals.
feeder unit, a frlm sound track head or some-other
(preinto a loudspeaker, but this is not always the case

Generally speaking, the output is fed
incorporated in an amplifier)' Audioamplifiers can feed into a succeeding amplifier or be
for varying the gain of the amplifier' and
frequency amplif,rers may contain a volume control
treble lift, etc') for varying their frequency
also commonly incorporate controls (bass boost,
amptifiers used as repeaters in telephony or
response. The heading includes audio-frequency
frequency amplifiers are classified in heading
as measurement amplifiers. High or intetmediate
and equalisers arc
g5.43 as electrical appliances taving an individual function. Audio mixers
also classified in heading 85'43'

to the Explanatory Notes'
Electric sound amplifier sets of heading 851850, according
audio-frequency amplifiers and loudspeakers'
covers amplifier sets consisting of micropho*',
public entertainment, public address systems'
This type tf eqoipment is extensively used for
musical instruments, etc' Similar systems
advertising vehicles, police vehicles or with certain
with trailers) for enabling the driver to hear
are also used on large lorri"s (particularly those
otherwise he could not hear above the
irregular noises o. ,Io.rnd ,ig.tui, f.om behind, which
sound

ofthe engine.

includes devices in the nature of record
The heading 851969, as per the Explanatory Notes,
discs] by electric amplifiers and
...ords

[grooved
players (apparatus producing sound fro,,
into electrical vibrations by a sound-head
convefied
being
vibrations
mechanical
loudspeakers,
fitted tii,t-, un automatic device enabling a series of records
[pick-up cartridge]. They may be
recording apparatus (which record sound
to be played in succession); cinematographic sound
recorded on fllm as a strip' either
by photoelectrical methods. Sound.uy b. photoelectrically
Cinematographic sound recording apparatus
{a} of variable area or {b} of variable density.
magazine for holding the film' a motor
comprises, in addition to the sound recording head, a
film with that of the cinematographic
driving mechanism for synchronising the speed of the
cinematographic sound reproducers
camera working with it, and a film transport mechanism);
sound-head and a charge-coupled
(equipped with a reader which inco,porate, a photoelectric
used, for example, for photoelectric
device); and re-recording apparatus (for cinematography,
means, e'g'' magnetically' optically'
or digital re-recording of sound tracks recorded by other
or electronicallY).
prosent application are
In the aforesaid background, the four devices involved in the
upgrade the existing stereo
required to be examined. The device Echo Link is intended to
and Alexa' The use of this device would
system of the user with high fidelity streaming music
the home or chosen rooms/areas' It is
enable a user to stream his preferred sound throughout
Echo speaker (input device) as
important to appreciate thai Echo Link is to be conneated to

7.
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Foruvr'noRUPTr

multiple existing
upgrade any stereo ;il;*

well

aS

utility of the device is to
!":,p.,.
and Alexa' control music
high-nJefity streaming mu'it
connect to stereo

Speakers.

devices). The primary

Jt'i*

or the Alexa app;
with .o*oui,il* u.*,o
playback
and
sound
music throughout
selection,
,-ro"ned Echo devices to play
with
group
devi'c;;;ro
(any input audio
",n",
outputs compatible with existing

digital und unulog^inputs and
the home; provide muitiple
does not have microphone
significanr,";;a;;11"4""1.^.^1self
also
is
tt
stereo equipment.
or amplifier if anyone wants
be connected to a receiver
to
.*uired
,,
in
with
and speaker built
"tJi,
r".*a backdrop, I am unable to concurmerit
conrio..ii!irrir
speakers.
passive
to
it
to connect
device Echo L'ink
of curto',r?,"cr,"nnui port thatih"
the views of the commissioner
electric arnplifier' on the
85184000 as an audio-frequency
sub-heading
under
classification
the device is designed to
uy tt'," CAAR, New Delhi that
alopt"d
orr"*oning
line
contrary, the
logic and should be
roia., data etc' is based on sound
receive, sonvert, transpoft, or regenerat.
all its
to the Echo Link and can perform
i'-'i*1*
emp
Lirik
device'E"ho
The
accepted.
the user not to use
incorporates an amplifier which allows
functions. Additionally, this device
output' The feature of
passi've speakers which are used as
his
with
along
amptifrer
external
an
cables and
the signals get transmitted through RCA
amplification, howerer, is not used when
insuchacase,EchoLinkAmpwilltransmittheaudiosignalstooutputspeakersasarereceived
is so
it doesn't appear that the built-in amplifier
by it from the input devices. In this scenario,
centraltothedevicethattheproperclassificationshouldbeundersub-heading85185000as
I am more inclined to side with the views of
electric sound amplifier sets. on the other hand,

CAAR,NewDelhithatthebuilt-inamplifierisanadditionalfeatureofthedevice'andnotthe
relevance even without the use of
principal determining feature, with t[e device having
opinion thatthe device E'cho Link Amp
amplification feature]Therefore, it is iny considered
and transmission or regeneration
falls squarely within those designed for reception, conversion
views of GAAR, New Delhi that the
of voice or other data, and consequently, agree with the
as other devices for the reception'
device merits classification under sub-heaJing 85176290
Echo Auto is a blue
transmission of voice, images or other data' The device

conversion and
into radio frequency waves'
tooth enabled device, taking voice command which are converted
commands, e.g., make
This device enables the user to do a variety of things by simple voice
to operate various
voice calls, listen to music, ascertaining location etc., making it convenient
of Customs'
devices, while driving. Therefore, I agree with the views of the Commissioner
the conclusions of the CAAR, New Delhi that Echo Auto is a smafi

Chennai and
fourth and
communication device meriting classification under sub-heading 85176290. The
as already
which,
last device under consideration in the present proceedings is Echo Flex,
into radio
described, is a blue tooth enabled device, taking voice commands, converting them
the
frequency waves to send it across to Alexa Voice Services, and when it receives back
information requested by the user from AVS, it reconvefis the received RF signals into
electrical signals. Thus, the device in question enables the user to achieve a smart home
configuration without physical contact. The applicant also describes it as a plug-in device for
smart home control which allows the user to control compatible smaft home devices in his
home or office using his voice for inputting commands. Therefore, Echo Flex is a
communication device, akin to apparatus covered under heading 8517 of the lmport Tariff. tt
is, therefore, rightly classifiable under sub-heading 85176290 covering other machines for the
reception, conversion and transmission of voice, images or other data. In this respect, I am
unable to persuade myself to concur with the views of the jurisdictional Commissioner of
Customs that the device merits classification under sub-heading 85198990 as a sound recording

according to the Explanatory Notes' are record
or reproducing apparatus, examples of which,
etc', since the device in question is
players, cinematografhi" ,ound'recorders or reproducers
signifi cantlY different.

devices under consideration in the
To summarise, I hold that all the four Echo family
with multiple functions, including answering
present proceedings u." uoi." command devices
providing traffic, weather and other
questions, playing music, reading newspaper/ audio-books,
These devices respond to the names
real-time information and controlling smart devices.
are
,,Alexa',, ,,Amazon,,, "Computer" or "Echo" as wake up words' These Echo family devices
the
For
etc'
making to-do lists, setting alarms'
capable of voice interaction, music playback,
four devices merit classification under sub-heading
reasons outlined supra, I hold that all these
dated
g5176290.Besides, I also find that the Sr. No. 20 0f the Notification No' 5712017-Cus''
concessional rate of duty to goods falling under
30.06.2017;as amended, extends the benefit of
list of exclusions fall
and 85 176990 subject to listed exclusions' In the

8.

sub-headings 85176290
Echo Flex, as submitted by the applicant
MIMO devices. The specifications of Echo Auto and
view of this, I hold that these two devices
make it clear that they are not MIMO products. In

Link and Echo Link Amp are MIMO
would be eligible roi ttre said exemption. Since Echo
During the hearing held on
products, they are not eligible for the subject exemption'
no longer are seeking exemption in
28.O9.2OZl,the applicant has fairly concedei that they
respect of these two devices.
Receiver (Echo Link)
ln view of my conclusions as outlined above, I rule that Audio
(Echo Link Amp) having model
having model no. SXp16E, Audio Transceiver and Amplifier
model no' BP39CN' and Echo
no. K9Y29E, Media Transmission Device (Echo Auto) having
85176290 of the first
Flex having model no. C77A68 merit classification under sub-heading
Echo Auto and Echo Flex
schedule to the customs Tariff A ct, 1975;and also that the devices
dated
are eligible fbr exernption extended under the Notification No. 5712017-Customs,
30.06.2017 ; as amended.

.)

Qt?^y.\r\o,

(M.R.#onunry;

Customs Authority for Advance Rulings,

Mumbai.

Dated: 04.10.2021

F.No.CAAR/CUS/APPL125,27,36,4212021-0loCommr-CAAR-MUMBAI
to: This copy is cerlihed to be a true copy of the ruling and is sent

Brigade
Services Private Limited, 8th Floor world Trade centre,
560055
Karnataka
Urban,
Gateway 26ll,Dr Rajkufirar Road, Malleshwaram, w Bengaluru

1. M/s. Amazon Digital
Em ai

I :. i j e s"hw-|n"@, a,m-q f Q.n. ["g

ttt

2.

Air India SATS Air Freight
The Pr. Commissioner of Custorns, Air Cargo Complex & Airporl,
Email: -c-pL-rLmmpaaq--cusbL-f@nis'itt
Station Terminal, Devanahalli, Bengaluru -- 560300'

3.

Commissionerate), New Custom
The pr. Commissioner of Customs, Chennai VII (Air Cargo
600016'
House, Air Cargo Complex, Meenarnbakkam, Chennai Em ai l : pJia-tluu7ac!:-a qsah [@x,a Y.r!,I

4.

Custorn House'60'
The Commissioner of Customs, Chennai-Il (lmport Commissionerate),

5.

House, Near I.G.[. Airport,
The Commissioner of Customs. Air Cargo (lmporl), New Customs
c.in
New Delhi 1 I 00 3 7. Emai I : som.plac-qip1p-c-qrd-el(@li

6.

Sahar, Andheri (East),
The pr. commissioner of customs (IIt), (lmport), Air cargo complex,
Mulnbai - 400099. Ernail: !ln11ofl,aqq@g-ov'in

l.

Customs House' Nhava
The Commissioner of Customs (Nhava Sheva -V), Jawaharlal Nehru
colllllll-0$5(Ag-Q-Y'ln
Sheva, Tal Urax, District Raigad, Maharashtra - 400707 ' Email:

8.

Yashwant Place,
The Customs AuthoritY for Advance Rulings, 5tr' Floor, NDMC Building,
Satya Marg, ChanakYaPuri, New Delhi - 110021. Email: cuq-advtuliUgq.del@go-v.ill

g.

Ballard Estate'
The Principal Chief Commissioner of Custotrs, Mumbai Customs Zone-I,

Raj aj i Salai, Chennai -600 00 I . Ernail : cQIl nt2-:cuschl@)gq

1'. ! n

-

Murnb ai -4 00 0 0 1 . Emai I : cc Q:--o-!l$ll-u rll.!.(0"li i q.i:l

Tribunal (CESTAT)'
10. The Chief Commissioner (AR), Custor-ns Excise & Service Tax Appellate
West Block-2,Wing-2, R.K. Puram, New Delhi - 110066'
Email:cdJaq.r-tat]2-3-@gmai1.-c.pgQ-q41.c*qp.!d-del,b

j@ep"Ll!

11. The Member (L & J), 158-8,2',d floor, central Boards
Block, New Delhi- 1 10001 .

of lndirect Taxes & customs, Norlh

Email: mem.li.sb-is@Iip-iq, $-q{rsxl-eCalsbj-c-(@Cp-v-.i-[, rn9$b-a!nY.a'[rr-c. ).goU"i0
12. The Member (Customs), Central Boards
Delh i-

1

1

000 1 . Emai I : mem.cq;1c--bec(@ni

of tndirect Taxes &

c, i

Customs, North Block, New

I

13. The Webmaster, Central Boards of Indirect Taxes & Customs'
Em ai l : we-b q astq e!r-e,c-@,ic peqtp. ga v J !1

.,\

z r5}*
Lp"

\%J'

Guard file

(P. Vinitha Sekhar)
Secretary,
Customs Authority for Advance Rulings,

Mumbai.
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